This paper tackles textual demand analysis, the task of capturing what people want or need, rather than identifying what they like or dislike, on which much conventional work has focused. It exploits syntactic patterns as clues to detect previously unknown demands, and requires domaindependent knowledge to get high recall. To build such patterns we created an unsupervised pattern induction method relying on the hypothesis that there are commonly desired aspects throughout a domain corpus. Experimental results show that the proposed method detects twice to four times as many demand expressions in Japanese discussion forums compared to a baseline method.
Introduction
Increasingly we can access many opinions towards products, services, or companies through electronic documents including questionnaires, call logs, and other consumer-generated media (CGM) such as Internet discussion forums and blogs. It is very important for companies to get insights from their customers' opinions by analyzing such documents in large numbers.
The most popular way to utilize such data has involved sentiment analysis (SA) Yi et al., 2003) , which is the task of recognizing the writers' feelings as expressed in positive or negative comments. Typically, a SA system focuses on expressions to identify the strong c 2008.
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or weak points of the subjects as in (1) or in the writers' evaluations as in (2).
(1) I think the pictures are beautiful.
(2) I don't like this camera very much.
Here we call them polar expressions because they convey positive or negative polarities. By counting the polar expressions related to products or services, one can quantitatively compare the goodness of competing services, find the drawbacks of specific products, and so on.
In addition to polar expressions, there are other types of expressions that provide valuable information, especially for the supplier side rather than the consumer side. Examples (3) and (4) express the demands of the writers.
(3) I'd be happy if it is equipped with a crisp LCD. (4) I'm waiting for a single-lens reflex less than 30,000 yen to come on the market.
We call such expressions "demand expressions", and the underlined phrases "demand targets."
While sentiment analysis reveals evaluations of existing products or services, the task proposed here, textual demand analysis 1 , gives more direct suggestions to companies: things they should do to attract customers. For example, by investigating demand targets, companies can add new functions to products on the market or plan new services to satisfy customers. These activities should lead to positive evaluations in the future.
Interestingly, demand expressions may be noise in sentiment analysis, because the demand expressions do not actually convey positive or neg- ative evaluations of existing products or services, even though these demand expressions often contain positive or negative words, as in Example (3) which contains the positive expressions 'happy' and 'crisp LCD'.
The detection of novel demand targets requires deep syntactic information because such demand targets themselves can not be predefined. For example, to regard the underlined parts of (3) and (4) as demand targets, the non-underlined parts of these sentences have to be properly interpreted as triggers. This is a major difference from sentiment analysis where the polar expressions can be defined in the lexicon.
The left parts of Figure 1 illustrate the concepts of a system that visualizes the users' demands described in the input opinion data, where the main analysis component processes the documents and extracts the demand targets. The output of the system is created by a demand outliner, which the company uses to grasp the trends of consumers' demands.
The syntactic patterns that can be used as clues to demand expressions depend on the topic domain or the writing style. To organize this linguistic knowledge we propose an unsupervised induction method for syntactic patterns. The right part of Figure 1 shows the flow of pattern induction.
In the next section, we review related work, and Section 3 defines our task more formally. In Section 4 we describe a naive approach to the task and Section 5 shows a form of unsupervised pattern induction used to cover more demand expressions. Section 6 gives the experimental results and we conclude in Section 7.
Related Work
Sentiment analysis (SA) and related topics have been extensively studied in recent years. The textual demand analysis proposed in this paper shares some properties with phrase-level SA, the detection of sentiments and evaluations expressed in phrases, rather than document-level SA, the classification of documents in terms of goodness of reputation. Yi et al. (2003) pointed out that the multiple sentiment aspects in a document should be extracted, and Nasukawa and Yi (2003) clarified the need for deep syntactic analysis for the phrase-level SA.
The acquisition of clues is a key technology in these research efforts, as seen in learning methods for document-level SA (Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997; Turney, 2002) and for phraselevel SA (Wilson et al., 2005; Kanayama and Nasukawa, 2006) .
As well as the sentiment expressions leading to evaluations, there are many semantic aspects to be extracted from documents which contain writers' opinions, such as subjectivity (Wiebe and Mihalcea, 2006) , comparative sentences (Jindal and Liu, 2006) , or predictive expressions (Kim and Hovy, 2007) . However, the extraction of the contents of writers' demands which this paper handles is less studied while this type of information is very valuable for commercial applications.
For the tasks of information extraction and relation extraction, bootstrapping approaches have been proven successful (Yangarber, 2003; Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006) . The pattern induction method in this paper exploits their ideas, but their application to the demand detection is not trivial, because some instances of demands are previously unknown and do not appear frequently, so they have to be abstracted effectively.
The work by Inui et al. (2003) handles semantics of a type similar to ours. They aimed to detect the requests in the responses to open-ended questionnaires, seeking direct requests such as "... " ('[I] would like you to ...') and other forms which can be paraphrased as direct requests. They classified sentences into requests or non-requests, where their source documents were responses to questionnaires, and where more than 60% of the utterances could be regarded as requests of some sort. In contrast, our method detects the content of the demands in the form of noun phrases, and handles more general target documents including CGM documents that contain much more diverse utterances.
Task Definition
As shown in Section 1, our goal is to create a system to enumerate in an easily understandable way the demand targets in the input text. This section describes the definition of a demand target and its representation format.
Demand targets
Demands or requests written in opinion texts can be represented by verb phrases as in e.g. 'I want to V.' and 'I want you to V.', or noun phrases as in 'I want N.' 2 In this paper we focus on the last type, i.e. noun phrases which represent desired objects, because they are easier to aggregate and grasp than verb phrases. Another reason is that some demands represented with a verb phrase only describe the objects that are desired. For example, 'I want to buy N' and 'I want you to provide N' can be simply interpreted as meaning that N is what the writer wants. We call such a noun phrase a demand target, and these are the outputs of our system.
For applications, the demand targets to be detected by the system depend on the type of input documents. For example, from a consumers' forum on digital cameras, the underlined parts in Examples (3) and (4) from Section 1 apparently describe the writer's demands, so they are valuable information for such users of demand analysis such as the makers of digital camera. However, the request in Example (5) does not express the author's demands about any digital camera, but rather it is written for other participants in the forum. This type should be excluded from the output.
(5) Please give me a good advice.
In contrast, when the responses to a questionnaire about the activities of an organization are processed, statements such as Example (5) should be regarded as a demand target, since the writer wrote it as a request to the sponsor of the questionnaire and the 'advice' is indeed a thing that can be provided by the sponsoring organization.
Representation of demand targets
A demand target tends to be expressed by a noun phrase with modifiers, as seen in Examples (3) and (6) and (7). '*' indicates the headword of the demand targets.
(4), rather than by a single noun. The headwords of such phrases (e.g. 'LCD' in (3) and 'reflex' in (4)) represent the main categories of the demanded objects, but they are not distinctive enough to recognize as knowledge of the authors' demands.
Therefore the key task of this research was to find ways to markup the headword of a noun phrase that represents the content of a demand in the syntactic parse tree. Examples (6) and (7) are the original Japanese sentences corresponding to Examples (3) and (4). (6) 'I'd be happy if it is equipped with a crisp LCD.' (7) '[I'm] waiting for a single-lens reflex less than 30,000 yen to come on the market.' Figure 2 represents the parse trees corresponding to sentences (6) and (7), where the demand targets are identified by the mark '*'. This simple representation is advantageous for both the collection of and the deeper investigation of the demand targets. One can easily grasp the content of a demand if the application shows the whole surface structure of the subtree under '*' in the tree, e.g. the underlined parts of Examples (6) and (7). At the same time the tree structure supports the further analysis of the trends of the demands by picking up the headwords or modifiers prominent in the subtrees that were detected as demand targets.
Figure 3: (a) is a demand pattern which indicates that the noun in N * is detected as a demand target.
(b) and (c) are auxiliary patterns, where V indicates the node matches any verb.
Syntactic patterns and top-down matching
A major purpose of textual demand analysis is to discover novel demands embedded in the text, thus the triggers of their detection should not be a predefined set of demand targets but should be their surrounding syntactic information. We use two types of syntactic patterns shown in Figure 3 . Those patterns are compared with the syntactic tree as the parsing result of the input sentence. The pattern (a) in Figure 3 is a demand pattern, which is used to search for demand targets. The node with the ' * ' mark indicates the corresponding node will be the headword of a demand target. Hence we write the pattern (a) as "N * --" for simplicity. The patterns are applied in a top-down manner, that is, initially the top node of the input tree is examined to see whether or not the node and its combination of children nodes match with one of the patterns in the pattern repository. This method supports higher precision in the detection than the surface pattern matching. For example, the expression " " ('There is no one who wants low quality goods') should not be misunderstood to express a demand.
The patterns (b) and (c) in Figure 3 are auxiliary patterns. These are used to apply the demand patterns to nodes other than the root of the syntactic tree. For example, by applying the patterns (b) and (c), the pattern (a) can then be applied to the expressions "N " ('I think that I want N') and "N " ('Though I want N, I don't have enough money'), respectively, even though "N * --" doesn't appear at the top of the trees. In other words, the auxiliary patterns contribute to generate variations of the demand patterns.
In addition, simple rules can be applied to filter out certain meaningless outputs. When a noun phrase that matched to the ' * ' part of the demand pattern was a pronoun or very common noun (e.g. 'camera' in the camera domain) without any modifier, it is not output as a demand target.
Preliminary experiment
We conducted a preliminary experiment to assess the feasibility of our approach.
We prepared a small gold-standard dataset which consists of 1,152 sentences from a discussion forum on digital cameras, for which two human annotators attached marks to the demand targets. There were 56 demand targets that at least one of the annotators detected, and the sentencelevel agreement value 3 was κ = 0.73, which is regarded as a good level of agreement. There was no sentence in which the two annotators attached marks to different nouns.
First, we made a minimum set of demand patterns DP 1 , which contained only one basic pattern "N * --4 " ('I want N * '). To see the effect of the top-down matching and the auxiliary patterns described in Section 4.1, demand targets in the gold-standard corpus were automatically detected using three methods: pattern matching with surface strings like " " (PM), tree matching without the auxiliary patterns (TM), and tree matching with the auxiliary patterns 5 (TM+AP). Table 1 shows the results. The top-down matching on the syntactic tree resulted in much higher precision than the surface pattern matching, and the auxiliary patterns improved the recall. The only misdetection in the tree matching method was due to an error in the sentence segmentation.
However, all of them show low recall values, 3 The agreement on whether or not the sentence has a demand target.
4 Apparent character variations like ' ' and ' ', and alternative forms of particles were aggregated in the parsing process.
5 A total of 95 auxiliary patterns which Kanayama et al. (2004) used for the sentiment analysis. since only one demand pattern was used. To make the recall higher, we created another set of demand patterns DP q listed in Table 2 , which are generally used as clues for the request expressions in the analysis of responses to open-ended questionnaires. They are derived from the previous work on request classification (Yamamoto et al., 2007) .
The result in Table 3 shows that the patterns newly added in DP q do not perform well. This is because these patterns appear in responses to questionnaires but are not suitable for the writing styles used in discussion forums, as mentioned in Section 3.1.
Therefore we used the TM+AP method with the minimum pattern set DP 1 as the baseline in this paper rather than the pattern set DP q .
Automatic Pattern Induction
The preliminary experiment in Section 4.2 showed that high precision can be obtained by the topdown matching method, and at the same time, revealed the difficulty in building demand patterns to achieve high recall. To overcome this problem, we devised an automatic pattern induction algorithm.
Frequent fragments of demand targets
Here we make an assumption that there are commonly desired aspects or things throughout a domain corpus. Based on this assumption, we extract the syntactic fragments which appear relatively frequently as the elements of demand targets from the training corpus in a specific domain.
First we obtain demand targets from the domain corpus, in this case from the discussion forum on digital cameras, by using the baseline method with the pattern set DP 1 . Next, demand instances are extracted from each demand target. A demand instance is a one-to-three-node subtree of a demand target, and shares the root node with the demand target. The root node that is modified by one or more nodes can be replaced with a wildcard. Figure 4 shows a sample extraction of demand instances from a demand target " " ('single-lens reflex less than 30,000 yen'), where nine demand instances are extracted, and four of them have a wildcard at the root node.
The demand instances which appear more than θ f times in the corpus are selected as frequent demand instances (FDIs) , and each FDI is assigned the following reliability value r i :
where 'freq(i)' denotes the frequency of the instance subtree in the whole corpus and 'freq DT (i)' means the i's frequency in the demand targets. The notion of an instance's reliability is inspired by the method of relation extraction (Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006 ), but our usage is different from theirs. Here we use the reliability value only for the relative comparison among demand instances, so normalization of the values is not needed. The intrinsic difference from the instance of relation extraction is that the demand instances are not the final outputs of the extraction, but are just triggers for new demand patterns. When θ f was set to 5, a total of 42 FDIs which had reliabilities above 0.01 were picked from 150,000 postings in the discussion forum on digital cameras. Table 4 shows examples of FDIs.
Frequent patterns as the clue
The FDIs with high reliability correspond to aspects which are likely to be demanded, therefore the syntactic structures which often govern such Table 4 : Examples of frequent demand instances (FDIs) with r i > 0.01 in the digital camera domain. '-' denotes the split of nodes.
-('digital camera -which can') -('mm -lens'), ('newer model'),
'early' Figure 5 : An example of extraction of a candidate demand pattern. From the sentence " " ('I want a small camera with the close-up function sold earlier'), the CDP "N * ---" (the oval) is extracted, triggered by the FDI " -" (the square).
FDIs are expected to be clues for detecting additional demands. Following this expectation, the candidate demand patterns (hence CDPs) are extracted. A CDP is a subtree that connects the head of an FDI and the root of the syntactic tree, or auxiliary patterns which cover the root of the tree. A CDP forms a node sequence without a branch, and corresponds to a sentence-final expression in Japanese that usually conveys modality information. Figure 5 illustrates the extraction of a CDP from a syntactic tree triggered by an FDI.
For each CDP extracted in this way, the reliability is determined by Equation (9):
where freq(i, p) denotes the frequency of the collocation of the instance i and the pattern p, and freq(p) is the frequency of p in the entire corpus. These ratios are summed up over all of the FDIs, weighted by the reliability of the instance. Also r p is used only for the relative comparison among CDPs, so it is not normalized to be in the range [0,1]. Table 5 shows the CDPs which appeared 10 times or more and their reliability values. Some of them apparently reflect the writing style of the discussion forum and the digital camera domain. The effect of these patterns will be verified in Section 6.
Evaluation
We conducted experiments to assess the contributions of the candidate demand patterns acquired in Section 5.
Experimental setup
In Section 4.2 we created a gold-standard dataset with human annotations, however, the number of annotation is not enough to fairly compare the several methods due to the sparseness of the demand targets in the original corpus, and it would be very laborious to prepare a larger annotated dataset. Therefore we used an unannotated corpus for the evaluation in this section. A total of 50,000 postings in the digital camera forum 6 were processed by each method, and 100 demand targets were randomly selected from the system output for each trial and a human evaluator decided for each demand target whether or not it referred to any demanded object related to the domain. In this way, the precision can be computed directly, and the recall can be estimated as follows:
where Rec(), Prec(), and Num() denote the recall, the precision, and the number of demand targets detected by the system in the entire test corpus, respectively, and T and B denote the tested method and the baseline method, respectively. Prec(B) is assumed to be 30% as observed in the preliminary experiment.
Effect of new demand patterns
The CDFs for the digital camera domain that were acquired with the method in Section 5 are tested by varying the threshold θ. The CDFs which have reliability value more than θ were added to the demand pattern set. Table 6 shows the results. The baseline method was without any newly acquired demand patterns (i.e. θ = ∞), thus it is the same condition as the DP 1 in the preliminary experiment in Section 4.2. When θ was set to 10 −3 , the recall increased drastically with little harm to the precision. The value of θ = 10 −5 did not work well because the precision was very low and the increase of the recall was limited. The value θ = 10 −4 performed best in terms of the F1 value.
We observed the demand targets derived from the new demand patterns. In most cases desirable functions and features of the digital cameras were successfully obtained from conditional positive expressions such as "N * ---" ('be convenient if it includes N * '). Also, preferred machines were clarified by the expression "N * ---" ('please buy N * ') which is in a postings to recommend something to other users. On the other hand, the expression "N * --" ('N * is lacking') tend to result in noisy demand targets. We also tried the iterative acquisition using the newly acquired patterns, but the useful patterns were rarely acquired in the second step. This is because FDIs cannot be definitive triggers, and the first seed pattern "N * --" ('I want N * ') was a prominently reliable pattern compared with the other demand patterns.
Applicability to other demand targets
The pattern induction method was expected to have advantage that domain-dependent patterns can be acquired, and indeed some of the patterns were specific for the digital camera domain as shown in Table 5 . To see the applicability of our algorithm to other domains or other types of text, the pattern induction was tested on another corpus.
The responses to a questionnaire about collaboration process in a company were used as the corpus. Unlike the discussion forum on digital cameras, the writing style of direct request such as 'Please provide N * ' was observed frequently, and the demand targets are much more dense in the corpus. Table 7 shows the CDPs acquired in this domain, and Table 8 shows the evaluation where 25,000 and 5,000 sentences were used for the training and the test, respectively.
As a result, higher precision was achieved in this domain than in the digital camera domain, because the demands are stated more explicitly in the responses to the questionnaires. Unlike in the digital camera domain, the pattern "N * ---" ('N * is lacking') worked well because in many cases of this domain what are lacking equal to what are needed. For example, " " ('effective discussion is lack- ing') implies that the effective discussion is a demand.
When the demand patterns acquired in the digital camera domain (DC10 −4 ) were used, the increase of the recall was limited. These results support the value of the unsupervised pattern induction method which works for any domain when only a raw domain corpus is provided.
Conclusion
We formalized the task textual demand analysis and proposed a pattern induction method to increase the coverage of the automatic detection of demand targets. The pattern induction proposed here allows for the discovery of novel demands that can be represented by various forms of noun phrases, though they were triggered by frequently appeared syntactic fragments. Beyond sentiment analysis, textual demand analysis provides valuable knowledge for industries, clarifying not only the favorable aspects in the current products, but also the essential features in the future.
